Collection Note

The contents of this addendum to the C. Henry Smith Papers were discovered while sorting unprocessed collections in 2011. These materials were isolated into boxes and record cartons but remain unprocessed. An oil painting and dinner plate were received by donation near the same time. (Carrie Phillips, Archives & Special Collections Librarian)

Documents:
7 record cartons
1 document case
1 green flat print storage box

Photographic Material:
1 small box of photographic material
1 rolled photograph of the May 17, 1934 International Torch Clubs dinner showing Smith among the crowd

Printed Material:
1 copy of Mennonite Church History by J.S. Hartzler containing margin notes by C. Henry Smith

Artifacts:
1 oil painting of cows by a pond in a gilded frame
1 Wedgwood bone China dinner plate with floral decoration
Greeting card from Mary Alice Ramseyer describing provenance